
Avatara Has Completed the first Year of Its
Successful Launch at wood4floors London

Avatara healthy living flooring with 30 year warranty

Wood4floors a year working with ter
Hurne wood flooring Germany

LONDON, UNITED KINGDOM,
December 4, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --
Otger Ter Hürne continued his family's
tradition of woodworking, dating back to
the XIX century, and founded the Ter
Hürne floor manufacturing firm in
Südlohm, Germany in 1959. Since then
the name Ter Hürne has been
synonymous with intriguing, top notch
floors for individuals who like to express
their own individuality and have high
expectations. Now Ter Hürne is proud to
celebrate the successful first anniversary
of their Avatara Multisense-Floor with
wood4floors 
By mastering wood as raw material for
floors and then exploring the possibilities of other materials such as vinyl, Ter Hürne has been able to
stand for expertise in wood and floors, technological superiority and a responsible approach to nature
while also keeping the original company values as defined by the founder: partnership, down-to-earth,

In one of Europe’s most
modern flooring
manufacturing plants, we
produce technically
sophisticated products, which
are natural, sustainable and
healthy”

Erwin Ter Hürne

quality and trust rooted in the deep belief that floors are not
just a commodity but a product for people.
Now a second generation family company, Ter Hürne has
been able to provide high quality, high tech floors to Germany
and the rest of the world not just by mastering the
manufacturing techniques of the floors of old but by
developing both technology and new innovative floors
designed to improve every client's comfort and life quality.
It is in this context that Avatara MultiSense-Floor, a product
fully developed within the company, arrived in the European
market some years ago.
The Avatara MultiSense-Floor offers a unique finish with

natural appeal achieved by the latest production technology: These floors promote a Healthy Home
Environment - Great outstanding natural appearance – authentically tactile – smooth and comfortable
to walk on with long lasting resistance. 
“In one of Europe’s most modern flooring manufacturing plants, we produce technically sophisticated
products, which are natural, sustainable and healthy”. – Erwin Ter Hürne
The incorporated underlay improves noise levels and improves warmth.  The high definition design is
both naturally beautiful and Technologically superior – hallmarks of German manufacture.
Healthy living is also a priority for the company so in order to ensure that every product helps that
aspect of every client's house and life, they undergo the stringent examination of the renewed eco-
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Avatara Multisense flooring with 30 year warranty

the largest displays of wood flooring

institut and, They are proud to say, they
score remarkably low given the currently
permitted pollution limits which has
earned them the eco-institut certification.
Last but not the least, the marriage of a
meticulous manufacturing process with
high quality raw materials provides the
basis for trouble-free intensive use at all
times while the robust and light antiseptic
polymer layer renders extraordinary
resilience that results in long lasting
resistance.
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